
 

Name__________________       Date__________________

Articles are special kinds of adjectives. A, an, and the are articles. They are used before 
nouns or words that modify nouns.
       Article Rule                                             Examples
Use a before singular words that            a tree         a leaf          a gusty wind
begin with a consonant sound.
Use an before singular words that         an apple     an honor     an eerie sound
begin with a vowel sound or silent h.
Use the before singular and plural         the forest    the air        the cool days
words beginning with any letter.
           

A. Bold the article in each sentence.

1. Ivy watched autumn leaves fall lightly onto the ground.  

2. An easterly wind tossed them around.  

3. The wind gave them an airy ride before it dropped them.  

4. A gray squirrel scurried by looking for acorns.  

5. Ivy wondered if summer had been an illusion.  

6. Trees with bare branches now looked forlorn in the fading light.  

7. Ivy picked up a yellow leaf and took it home.

B.Write a, an, or the to complete each sentence.

 8. Jonas and Penny took ____________ walk after lunch.  

9. It was ____________ crisp day in late October.  

10. Now the sky was ____________ unusual hue.  

11. Was rain on ____________ horizon this fall day?
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Articles are special kinds of adjectives. A, an, and the are articles. They are used before 
nouns or words that modify nouns.
       Article Rule                                             Examples
Use a before singular words that            a tree          a leaf          a gusty wind
begin with a consonant sound.
Use an before singular words that         an apple      an honor     an eerie sound
begin with a vowel sound or silent h.
Use the before singular and plural         the forest    the air          the cool days
words beginning with any letter.
           

A. Bold the article in each sentence.

1. Ivy watched autumn leaves fall lightly onto the ground.  

2. An easterly wind tossed them around.  

3. The wind gave them an airy ride before it dropped them.  

4. A gray squirrel scurried by looking for acorns.  

5. Ivy wondered if summer had been an illusion.  

6. Trees with bare branches now looked forlorn in the fading light.  

7. Ivy picked up a yellow leaf and took it home.

B.Write a, an, or the to complete each sentence.

 8. Jonas and Penny took        a            walk after lunch.  

9. It was            a             crisp day in late October.  

10. Now the sky was          an           unusual hue.  

11. Was rain on        the         horizon this fall day?
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